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DIGGING IN DEEP ... An Italian writer and former 

member of the Italian counterpart to our FBI has been doing 

his own investigation of the Kennedy assassination. His views, 

at variance with published reports, are the following: 

That Jack Ruby knew Lee Harvey 
Oswald and the Dallas policeman, J. D. 

Tippit; that Oswald was supposed to 

have been killed in the warehouse and 
because he got out unscathed the time- 
table was upset and he became a threat 
to the plotters’ security. 

That Tippit was not assigned to the 
police beat on which he discovered 
Oswald, and that Tippit’s ewn beat 
was actually on the other side of town 
on Nov. 22; that Oswald had no fear 

when he was called over to the patrol 

car but panicked when Tippit got eut 
of his car with a drawn gun, because 
Oswald then knew he had been double 

crossed. 

sans. PRANK J. Lewis > ‘That Oswald requested security in 
transfer from the police lockup to the 

city jail; that the gun scope was put on the gun at Klein’s 
and sold as a unit; the scope was not put on by a Fort Worth 
gunsmith as claimed. 

That meetings were held in January, February, and March 
by a militant group from Cuba who posed as dissatisfied 
exiles; that the rivalry between the FBI and secret service 
‘was well known to the Dallas police, and as a consequence 
they did not give either organization any pre-parade codperation. 

This Italian informant is convinced by his investigation 

that there was a plot and that the roots sre very deep. Hei 
plans to cover the trial in February because he is convinced 
it is going to be mishandled in Ruby’s favor. 
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